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Thermodiffusion in magnetic colloids evidenced and studied by forced Rayleigh
scattering experiments
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~Received 27 June 2001; published 5 March 2002!

This paper shows how forced Rayleigh scattering can be used as an experimental tool for studying ther-
modiffusion ~Soret effect!. The systems investigated are magnetic colloids of different types. A framework
including thermodiffusion and dielectrophoresis is described in which the evolutions of temperature and of
colloid concentration are clearly distinguished. The framework is then shown to account for experiments on
steady-state concentration gratings coupled with transient temperature ones, and the parameters are determined
therefrom. Dielectrophoretic forces are found to be negligible. Studying different types of magnetic colloids
with various dilution rates shows that the sign of the Soret effect is controlled by the nature of the particle
coating made up of electrostatic charges or of surfactant, and that its mechanism is located at the nanoparticle
core-solvent interface.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Forced Rayleigh scattering~FRS! is a powerful technique
for studying heat and mass transfers@1–4# and has been use
by us with magnetic colloids recently@5#. These colloids,
also called ferrofluids, are divided in two classes, ionic
surfacted, according to the nature of the interparticle rep
sion: electrostatic if the particles are coated with ion
ligands, steric if the particles are coated with surfacta
@6,7#. Ferrofluids exhibit very interesting properties under
applied magnetic field@8–14# and have many technical use
@15–17#.

If a magnetic colloid sample is placed in the interferen
region of two coherent intersecting laser beams~called here
pump beams! having the same polarization directions, t
nanoparticle concentration and, therefore, the index of
fraction become spatially modulated with the same period
ity as that of the interference pattern@5#. The sample works
as a diffracting grating that is probed by a cw laser beam
the interfering beams are switched off, the grating vanis
because the colloid concentration becomes homogen
again through diffusion processes. The decay of the
fracted probe-beam intensity provides information ab
them because it follows an exponential law with a rate p
portional to the nanoparticle diffusion coefficientDm . As
diffusion processes are slow (Dm'10211 m2 s21) @5#, con-
ventional tracer techniques are time consuming. In a F
experiment, this problem is bypassed as diffusion proce
take place on very short lengths ranging from 20 to 65mm,
leading to decay times of some seconds, allowing exten
measurements.

However, the concentration gratings we observed in
samples exhibited such a strong contrast that their buil
mechanism was not clear up to now@5#. To find it, two
possible mechanisms seem to be worth exploring. In the
one, the force acting on nanoparticles has a dielectric ori
the particles and the solvent are differently polarized by
electric fields of the pump beams, which yields a force p
1063-651X/2002/65~3!/031408~14!/$20.00 65 0314
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portional to the gradient of light intensity. This force
termed here dielectrophoretic by analogy with the elect
phoretic force. In the second possibility, the observed m
flow is due to thermodiffusive effect@18,19#, also called
Soret effect@20#, in which the mass flow is induced by
gradient of temperature. This explanation based on a ther
effect is consistent with our previous qualitative observatio
that large FRS signals are only found in optically absorb
samples@5,8#. After briefly recalling our colloidal system
and the FRS setup in Sec. II, a model is presented in Sec
and Sec. IV in which both dielectrophoretic and thermod
fusive effects are taken into account simultaneously, and
which temperature and nanoparticle-concentration variati
are determined at the same time. The question whether
diffracted intensity is mainly due to an index or to an abso
tion grating is also answered by complementary optical m
surements~Appendix and Sec. V!. Our model and related
experimental procedure are first validated by experime
carried out on the magnetic colloid sample that provides
largest and clearest signals~Sec. V!. Experimental diffraction
results obtained under various geometrical conditions
with different types of colloids, ionic or surfacted, will lea
us to a deeper analysis of the origin of the Soret effect
these colloids~Secs. VI and VII!.

II. MAGNETIC COLLOIDS AND FRS EXPERIMENTAL
SETUP

Our magnetic liquids~or ferrofluids! are colloidal solu-
tions of nanosized magnetic oxide particles dispersed i
liquid carrier that are chemically synthesized after Massa
method@21#. In this work, particle cores are made of eith
maghemite (g-Fe2O3) or cobalt ferrite (CoFe2O4); they are
magnetic monodomains bearing a magnetic moment of ab
104 mB . van der Waals and magnetic-dipolar interactions
tween particles are of the same order of magnitude askBT,
kB being the Boltzmann constant. Thus the colloidal stabi
of these dipolar solutions has to be ensured by an additio
interparticle repulsion: electrostatic in a polar carrier~in this
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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TABLE I. Structure and mass-diffusion properties of the magnetic colloids under study. The struct
the studied magnetic colloids is as follows. The particle core is made up of maghemite (g-Fe2O3) or cobalt
ferrite (CoFe2O4), and is denoted ‘‘207’’ or ‘‘184,’’ respectively. In surfacted samples, the solvent is cy
hexane (C6H12) or toluene (C7H8) and is denoted ‘‘CX’’ or ‘‘Tol,’’ respectively; the surfactant is denote
‘‘BNE’’ or ‘‘OA’’ for Beycostatne or oleic acid, respectively. In ionic samples, nanoparticles are disperse
water, colloids are stabilized by citrate~‘‘Cit’’ ! or H1 ligands, with Na1(pH'7) or NO3

2(pH'2) counter-
ions, respectively. Nanoparticle-diffusion coefficientsDm are mainly measured according to the method giv
in Ref. @5# or in Sec. VII, which gives the hydrodynamic radiusRH through the Stokes-Einstein equatio
(6pDmRHh5kBT). Solvent viscosityh is found in Ref.@25#. EstimatedDm values are calculated from a
already known value ofRH . The mean radiusRRX of the nanoparticle core, is determined by x-ray diffracti
measurements with a good accuracy, which is not in contradiction with the observed large polydis
@24,32#. Symbol' before a number indicates a value estimated from nearby data.

Sample
name Structure

1012Dm

~m2 s21!
103h
~Pa s!

RH

~nm!
RRX

~nm!

Surfacted Surfactant Core Solvent
CX207BNE Beycostatne g-Fe2O3 C6H12 30.665 0.98 7.1661.2 4.82
Tol207BNE Beycostatne g-Fe2O3 C7H8 '51 0.59 '7.16 4.82
CX207OA Oleic acid g-Fe2O3 C6H12 '30.6 0.98 '7.16 4.82

Ionic Stabilization Core Counter-ion
V207NO3 H1 g-Fe2O3 NO3

2 3665 1.002 5.9560.8 4.82
V207Cit Citrate g-Fe2O3 Na1 2166 1.002 10.263 4.82
S184 Citrate CoFe2O4 Na1 '17.3 1.002 '12.4 7.05
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work, water!, and steric in a nonpolar one. In aqueous med
nanoparticles are macroions coated with surface ligands
give a surface-charge densitys(usu'231023 C m22).
Ligands are either hydroxo ones atpH'2 ~s.0 with NO3

2

counterions! or citrate ones atpH'7 ~s,0 with Na1 coun-
terions!. In nonpolar media, a surfactant coating is added
the particles to provide interparticle steric hindrance. T
colloidal stability of most of the samples has been chec
under a 1 T magnetic field by a diffraction method@7#. The
characteristics of all the studied samples are given in Tab
A large part of the paper is devoted to the presentation
method for proving and measuring the Soret effect in a
rofluid; this method is often tested experimentally with t
most efficient sample we have. It is based on maghem
particles coated with Beycostatne® surfactant~also called
BNE! and dispersed in cyclohexane. This ferrofluid is cal
‘‘CX2O7BNE’’ in this paper, whatever its dilution rate.

In the FRS technique, a transient grating generated in
sample by the interference pattern of two coherent pu
beams diffracts a probe laser beam~Fig. 1!. This grating is
due to space-periodic variations of the volume fractionF in
nanoparticles, and of temperatureT in the sample. The
Q-switched mode-locked Nd:YAG~yttrium aluminum gar-
net! pump laser used in the experiments provides 80-ps-w
pulses that are gathered, with a variable repetition rate
150-ns-long trains. A 25-pulse train is short enough to
considered as a Dirac function in our further analysis. T
pump-laser beam is frequency doubled (lp5532 nm) so as
to be strongly absorbed in the ferrofluid, and the resid
infrared light is separated out by means of a prism. T
second-harmonic green light beam is split into two bea
that interfere inside the sample with a well-defined anglu
by means of a 50/50% beam splitter, which provides a g
contrast to the pump interference pattern of 400mm diameter
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~Fig. 1!. A direct optical observation setup helps to ma
sure that the interference pattern is really located within
thin sample cell~10 to 400mm thick!; this setup is also used
to determine the incident beam diameter by counting
pattern interfringes. A He-Ne cw probe laser beam~350 to
400 mm diameter! is sent onto an area of the sample th
includes the interference zone so as to obtain a first-o
diffracted beam whose intensity is analyzed. For a relia
numerical analysis, the detection setup~optical attenuators,
wavelength selecting filters, photomultipliers, digitizer, av
ager, etc.! is carefully chosen so as to bring no distortion
the signal.

III. TWO-TIME-SCALE MODEL

The coupled variations of the four following quantitie
the particle volume-fractionF, the volume-fraction flow
densityJm , the temperatureT, and the heat flow densityJth
in the sample, will now be studied according to the conve
tional theory of transport phenomena. In the absence of c
vection they obey the following equations:

Jm52Dm@“F1ST“T1~F/kBT!“Ud#, ~3.1!

and

Jth5S TSTS ]m

]F D
P,T

2TS ]m

]T D
P,F

1m D Jm2k“T,

~3.2!

where the coefficientsDm , ST , m, and k are, respectively,
the particle diffusion coefficient, the Soret coefficient, t
8-2
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FIG. 1. Experimental forced Rayleigh scattering setup.
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chemical potential of the colloid per unit volume, and t
thermal diffusivity of the colloid. The following definition o
the volume-fraction flow:

Jm5Fv, ~3.3!

wherev is the particle mean velocity, is taken in the abo
equations. As the asymmetry between nanoparticles and
vent is very strong in ferrofluids, the notion of volum
fraction flow loses meaning asF→1. The sometimes quote
following definition, Jm5F(12F)v, is useless here as n
study is made here beyondF58%. Equations~3.1! and
~3.2! derive, with some changes, from those given by Land
and Lifshitz @Eqs.~58.11! and ~58.12! in Ref. @22#. In addi-
tion to notation changes, and to a simplification due to c
stancy of pressure, a dielectrophoretic nanoparticle volu
fraction flow is present in Eq.~3.1!. It is the product ofF by
the particle drift velocity@Eq. ~3.3!# that is itself the product
of the dielectrophoretic force (2“Ud) by Dm /kBT, i.e., the
nanoparticle mobility according to the Stokes-Einstein re
tion. The dielectrophoretic force derives from the followin
potential:

Ud52
1

2
Vd* «0E252ZdI p , ~3.4!

whereE is the amplitude of the pump electromagnetic fie
andVd* is an effective volume given by a Clausius-Mosso
like relation @23#. It gives

Zd5
Vd*

2npc
5

3V

2npc

~np
n!22~np

s!2

21~np
n!2/~np

s!2 , ~3.5!

wherenp is the real part of the refractive index of the collo
at the pump wavelengthlp , c is the velocity of light,V is
the mean nanoparticle volume, andnp

n andnp
s are the refrac-

tive indices, atlp , of the nanoparticle and of the solven
respectively. The dielectrophoretic force is proportional
the gradient of the pump-beam intensityI p inside the sample
@see Eq.~3.4!#.
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In the absence of convection phenomena@see Eq.~57.2!
of Ref. @22# for the first one#, the following conservation
equations complement Eqs.~3.1! and ~3.2!:

]F

]t
1div Jm50, ~3.6!

rcp

]T

]t
1div Jth5Q̇, ~3.7!

wherer is the mass density of the colloid,cp its specific heat
capacity, andQ̇ is the heat input per unit time per unit vo
ume of the colloid, due to the absorption of the pump la
beams. FinallyJth and Jm obey boundary conditions on th
cell walls, that will be detailed later on, when modeling pr
cesses in the FRS setup.

The coupling ofF and T in Eqs. ~3.1!, ~3.2!, ~3.6!, and
~3.7! makes a general solution inF and T difficult to be
obtained. We propose hereafter an approximate solut
similar to that of Born and Oppenheimer, based upon the
that, in colloids, thermal responses are much sho
('1024 s) than mass-diffusion processes~'1 s!. This ap-
proximation is easily validated if the pump-beam intensityI p

and henceQ̇ andUd are either time constant or periodic wit
a perioddt much shorter than the mass-diffusion respon
time. In a first step of the approximation procedure, the f
evolution of temperatureT(r ,t) in the magnetic colloid and
in the cell is determined by regarding the particle volum
fraction as a constant. It means thatJm is taken to be zero in
Eq. ~3.2! and that the volume fractionF(r ,t) used implicitly
in Eqs.~3.2! and~3.7! is ‘‘self-consistently’’ taken as a time
constant profile equal toF(r ,t8) in which t8 lies in the time
range in which temperature is determined. This gives

]T

]t
2D thDT5

Q̇

rcP
, ~3.8!

whereD th is the thermal diffusivity expressed as

D th5k/rcP . ~3.9!
8-3
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In a second step, the slow time evolution of the volum
fraction F(r ,t) is found as a function of timet, through the
following modified version of Eq.~3.1! in which T is
changed into the time-averaged value^T&(r ,t) of T(r ,t8) in
the vicinity of t, so that

]F

]t
2DmDF5Dm~STD^T&1wD^Ud&!, ~3.10!

with

w5F/kB^T&. ~3.11!

As Ud varies even faster thanT, the same averaging ofUd is
made as withT. The functionF(r ,t) found must not depend
on the detail of the time averaging ofT andUd . For the sake
of simplicity, the following floating-time averaging of
function f (t), is chosen:

^ f &~ t !51/taE
t

t1ta
f ~ t8!dt8, ~3.12!

where the averaging durationta lies between the thermal an
mass-diffusion response times. In the case of a time-peri
pumping,ta is chosen to be equal to the pump laser per
dt.

As will be shown later on, no general solution of Eq
~3.8! and ~3.10! is needed in this work, as we only want
determineDm and ST . Therefore, measurements will b
made on two different states of the sample that are bri
described hereafter. For the evaluation ofST , it is noticed
that, if the pump-laser light intensity is time periodic,F(r ,t)
becomes independent oft long after the pump laser has bee
switched on. Denoting byF(r ) the functionF(r ,t5`), Eq.
~3.1! reduces to

“F1ST“^T&1w“^Ud&50. ~3.13!

This regime, called ‘‘steady state’’ further in this paper, is
well suited for studying the two-time-scale model. The abo
equation will be used to deriveST and the dielectrophoretic
contribution.

For evaluatingDm , we will use the fact, included in the
two-time scale model, that temperature becomes v
quickly homogeneous in the sample after the pump la
beams have been switched off. When temperature hom
neity is achieved, Eq.~3.10! reduces to the following well-
known diffusion equation:

]F

]t
2DmDF50. ~3.14!

This regime, called ‘‘decay state’’ further in this paper, has
already been studied by the present authors@5,8,13#. Finally,
we will use linearized versions of these last two equations
taking coefficientsST , w, andDm , as constants.
03140
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IV. LINEARIZED TWO-DIMENSIONAL APPROXIMATION

The two-time-scale model is tested in a simple geome
in which FRS experiments are idealized by assuming a t
dimensional~2D! infinite extension for the interference pa
tern of the two pump beams. The sample is a thin layer
magnetic colloid located between two glass plates that de
a ~Ox,Oy! plane, the~Oy! axis being parallel to the fringes
The mean direction of the pump beams is orthogonal to
sample plane and defines the~Oz! axis. The ferrofluid sample
lies in the region 0,z, l , whereas the input and output ce
glass plates of thicknesse correspond to the zones2e,z
,0 and l ,z, l 1e, respectively. For a contrastg in the
interference pattern of the two pump beams, the light int
sity can be approximated to

I p~x,y,z,t !5I p
0~ t !@11g cos~qx!#exp~2apz!, ~4.1!

whereI p
0(t) is the mean intensity of the pump beams, andap

is the absorption coefficient at the pump wavelengthlp . The
wave vectorq of the interference pattern is defined by

q52p/L, ~4.2!

where the interfringe lengthL is expressed as

L5
lp

2 sin~u/2!
, ~4.3!

for an angleu between the two pump-beam directions;L is
also the spatial period of the grating generated in the sam

To complete this two-dimensional approximation,F, T,
and all the other thermodynamic variables are assumed n
depend ony and to be periodic along the~Ox! direction,
giving rise to the diffraction phenomenon. As Eqs.~3.8!,
~3.10!, and~3.13! are assumed to be linear, and as the Fou
expansion of the light intensityI p in Eq. ~4.1! is limited to
the first order in cos(qx), the expansions ofT and F are
limited to the first order, too. In the absence of an interf
ence pattern, the glass plates and the colloidal sample
homogeneous and isotropic in the~Ox, Oy! plane; therefore,
T and F exhibit no spatial dephasing with respect to t
interference pattern, and no sin(qx) term appears in their ex
pansions:

T~x,y,z,t !5T0~z,t !1T1~z,t !cosqx, ~4.4!

and

F~x,y,z,t !5F0~z,t !1F1~z,t !cosqx. ~4.5!

Ten to twenty fringes are seen in the interference patte
which is enough to validate a model where ax periodicity is
assumed forT andF.

The determination of the functionT should be done by
solving Eq.~3.7!, noticing that

Q̇~x,y,z,t !5apI p~x,y,z,t !. ~4.6!

For a rigorous description of the diffracted intensity of t
probe beam, the temperature variations inside the glass p
8-4
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THERMODIFFUSION IN MAGNETIC COLLOIDS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 031408
of the cell should be taken into account as well as th
inside the colloid. As the aim of this paper is not the ma
ematical determination ofT, but that ofF as a function ofT,
we will just check the characteristics ofT that are to be
measured. In the following reasoning, both functionsT0(z,t)
andT1(z,t) are assumed to be already known.

In the steady-state regime, Eq.~3.13! becomes

]F~x,z!

]x
1ST

]^T~x,z,t !&
]x

1w
]^Ud~x,z,t !&

]x
50, ~4.7!

which gives the following relations between the cos(nqx)
(n50,1) Fourier components ofF, T andUd :

F0~z!1ST^T0~z,t !&1w^Vd0~z,t !&5K, ~4.8!

whereK is independent of position, and

F1~z!1ST^T1~z,t !&1w^Ud1~z,t !&50. ~4.9!

The definitions ofUd0 andUd1 are similar to those ofT0 and
T1 in Eq. ~4.4!.

In the decay-state regime,]F/]z is zero atz50 andz
5 l , because there is no drift~Soret effect and dielectro
phoresis! term in Eq.~3.14!. To make the determination ofF
easier in this regime, its domain of definition is extended
@2`, 1`# by assumingF to be symmetric with respect t
z50 andz5 l . The extended functionF is continuous and
2l -periodic, allowing the following Fourier expansion o
F j x

(z,t) alongz:

F j x
~z,t !5 (

j z>0
F j xj z

~ t !cos~ j zqzz!, ~4.10!

with j x50 or 1, and

qz5p/ l . ~4.11!

Equation~3.14! gives

F j xj z
~ t !5(

j xj z

F j xj z
exp~2t/tm jxj z

!, ~4.12!

where the mass-diffusion time constanttm jxj z
is expressed as

tm jxj z

215Dm~ j x
2q21 j z

2qz
2!. ~4.13!

As the system is assumed to be infinite along~Ox! and~Oy!,
the mean valueF00 of F, defined by

F005
1

l E0

l

F0~z!dz, ~4.14!

does not vary with time because of particle-number con
vation, which is consistent with Eq.~4.13!. With an actual
finite-size laser spot, it would not be exactly the case.
03140
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V. EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
TEMPERATURE RESPONSE AND EVIDENCE

FOR A CONCENTRATION GRATING

In the following, the study is mostly restricted to the s
called steady-state regime. This restriction does not prev
the most important parameters of the two-time-scale mo
from being evaluated if the temperature and volume-fract
responses are clearly distinguishable from each other in
experimental diffraction signal.

A time-independent analysis of the different contributio
to the diffracted signal is given in the Appendix. In its fin
expression~A7!, the ratio of the first-order diffracted inten
sity to the transmitted one,I d

k51/I d
k50, is related to the fol-

lowing z averages of Fourier components:

TF15
1

l E0

l

T1~z!dz, ~5.1!

FF15
1

l E0

l

F1~z!dz, ~5.2!

TG15
1

l S E
2e

0

T1~z!dz1E
l

l 1e

T1~z!dzD , ~5.3!

through partial derivatives of the refraction indicesn8F
1 in9F and n8G of the ferrofluid and the cell glass, respe
tively. The imaginary part of the refraction index of the ma
netic colloid (n9F'1023) is much less than unity, which
makes, in Eq.~A8!, ]n9F /]T and]n9F /]F quite negligible
in front of ]n8F /]T and ]n8F /]F, respectively~in the
CX207BNE sample we have found (]n9F /]T)'2
31026 K21, (]n9F /]F)'1022, ]n8F /]T525.6
31024 K21, and ]n8F /]F51.08!. Therefore Eq.~A7! re-
duces to

I d
k51/I d

k505S ]n8F

]T
2p l /l tD 2

@TF1~ t !1rTG1~ t !2NFFF1#2,

~5.4!

where the ratiosr andNF are defined by

r 5
]n8G

]T Y ]n8F

]T
, ~5.5!

and

NF52
]n8F

]F Y ]n8F

]T
. ~5.6!

The ‘‘calibration factor’’NF, so defined, has the dimensio
of a temperature and is positive if]n8F /]T is negative, as is
usually the case.

As seen aboveT andF modulations extend on at least te
L periods along~Ox!. The probe beam is broad enough to
diffracted by the whole temperature and concentration g
ing, which is enough for detecting it. In fact, diffracte
beams~k561 and sometimes62! are visually observed a
round spots on a screen. Let us examine now the qualita
8-5
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FIG. 2. Typical fast response of the first-ord
diffracted intensity. Measurements are perform
at a fixed pulse-repetition rate of 1 kHz in
sample of BNE-surfacted maghemite in cycl
hexane ~CX207BNE, F53.3%! with a cell
thickness of 10mm and a grating period of 28
mm. The curve clearly shows a continuous bac
ground due to a concentration grating and a tra
sient contribution due to a temperature grating
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features of the experimental diffracted intensity as a funct
of time in the case of CX207BNE samples. The two e
pected types of contributions are easily distinguished in
curves of Fig. 2. The transient thermal contribution is rec
nized as an instantaneous increase of the diffracted inten
followed by an exponential relaxation, whereas the conti
ous background is due to the constant-concentration co
bution. Diffraction signals are rather noisy and have to
averaged over tens or hundreds of similar experiments.
nally, it is observed that all experimental curves can be fit
to

I d
k51~ t !5G~e2t/t1X!2, ~5.7!

with a very good precision, between two consecutive la
pulses; for the sake of simplicity, the starting time of a pum
pulse is assumed to bet50 in Eq. ~5.7!. This procedure
simultaneously provides accurate values forG, t, and X.
QuantitiesG and t are strictly positive whereas, as will b
shown further, the sign ofX depends on the characteristics
the studied colloid. As a preliminary remark, it is worth n
ticing that the discontinuity ofI d

k51 at t50 in Eq. ~5.7! im-
plies that the power inputI p

0(t) can be approximated as a s
of delta functions; this is expected since typical sample
sponse times are larger than the duration of each laser p
To prove the consistency of the two-time-scale model fr
the experimental observation delivering Eq.~5.7!, a two-step
reasoning is chosen. In the first step, it is shown that
observed exponential decay has a thermal origin. In the
ond step, the constant contributionX is shown to be due to a
steady spatial modulation of the volume fraction.

By varying the angleu between the interfering beams,
is observed thatt obeys

t215t0
211Dq2, ~5.8!

wheret0 andD are constant~Fig. 3!. This phenomenologica
law proves the diffusive origin of the decay. In addition, t
values found forD in all the studied samples are rough
equal to the thermal diffusivityD th of the magnetic colloids
at the volume fractionF. For instance, in the 3.3%
CX207BNE sample,D is found to be 1.131027 m2 s21

while Eq. ~3.9! gives D th50.8031027 m2 s21 with k
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50.123 W m21 K21, and rcp51.543106 J m23 K21

@24,25#. The observed decay is, therefore, mostly due to h
diffusion in the colloid. Generally speaking, thermal r
sponses are series expansions of exponential decays, b
the measurements reported here only one term is dete
which allows us to denote henceforth byt th the decay timet.
A second point is worth noticing: thermal effects in gla
plates give no detectable contribution to the diffraction s
nal. Two converging explanations can be advanced for
lack of contribution due to the glass plate. The first one
that, as the proper response time of the glass plates is m
shorter than that of the colloid layer,TG1(t) is ‘‘forced’’ by
TF1(t), and then should exhibit the same decay profile
TF1(t). The second explanation is that the productr TG1(t)
can be neglected in front ofTF1(t) in Eq. ~5.4!, firstly be-
causer is much lower than unity~r 5331025/53102456
31022 @see Eq.~5.5!#!, and secondly becauseTG1(t) should
be much smaller thanTF1(t). Two reasons can be brough
for the last assertion:~i! the glass plates behave, more or le
like thermal short circuits because the thermal diffusivity
fused silica glass~1.35 W m21 K21! is about eleven times
larger than that of the magnetic colloids, and~ii ! the thermal
conductance through the glass-colloid interface decrease

FIG. 3. Linearity of the thermal decay constant 1/t th as a func-
tion of the squared grating wave vectorq2. Measurements are per
formed in a sample of BNE-surfacted maghemite in cyclohex
~CX207BNE,F53.3%! with a cell thickness of 20mm. The best-
fit slope (1.131027 m2 s21) is close to the estimated thermal di
fusivity in the colloid (D th50.831027 m2 s21), thus proving the
thermal origin of the fast decay. The same best-fit procedure giv
time constantt050.46 ms atq50.
8-6
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space-periodic heat flow in the glass plates. Neglecting tr
TG1(t) contribution in Eq.~5.4!, TF1(t) can then be simpli-
fied to

TF1~ t !5TF1
0 e2t/t th, ~5.9!

whereTF1
0 is a temperature amplitude to be determined la

The average valuêTF1& of TF1(t) is thus given by

^TF1&5TF1
0 t th

dt
@12exp~2dt/t th!#, ~5.10!

wheredt is the pump-pulse repetition period. In the fram
work of a single thermal response time due to the coll
only, Eq. ~5.4! reduces then to

I d
k51/I d

k505S ]n8F

]T
TF1

0 2p l /l tD 2S e2t/t th2NF
FF1

TF1
0 D 2

.

~5.11!

By identifying this two-time-scale-model equation with th
phenomenological one~5.7!, the following expression is
found for TF1

0 :

TF1
0 5

l t

2p l
A G

I d
k50Y ]n8F

]T
. ~5.12!

The accuracy of the value ofTF1
0 given by this expression is

rather poor, as transmitted and diffracted light intensities
measured separately along different beam directions, an
addition they differ by several orders of magnitude. Anoth
estimation ofTF1

0 from physical properties of the samples
given at the end of Sec. VI.

By the same identification procedure, the following re
tion is found betweenX and the ratioFF1 /TF1

0 :

X52NFFF1 /TF1
0 . ~5.13!

The ratioFF1 /TF1
0 is determined with a good accuracy, as

is determined from only one averaged diffraction curve, a
it is calibrated by the amplitude of the thermal contributio
For a precise measurement of the discontinuity in the
fracted intensity at a pulse input time, and for a good ana
sis of the decay of the temperature grating, the delay betw
two consecutive pulses has to be larger than the therma
laxation timet th . Furthermore, the volume fractionF must
not vary significantly between two pulses for a valid use
the two-time-scale model. Therefore,dt has to obeyt th
,dt,tm 10 @see Eq.~4.13!#. All the experiments presente
hereafter are performed with a pulse-repetition rate

F5dt21, ~5.14!

ranging between 1 Hz and 1 kHz, astm 10 andt th are typi-
cally 1021 and 1024 s, respectively,~1.5 kHz is the upper
limit of the pulse-repetition rate of our Nd:YAG laser!. At
F510 Hz, the concentration contribution is hardly notic
able in the diffraction signal, whereas, atF51 kHz, it is 104

times larger and is an important part of the signal.
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The above condition ondt should also hold for studying a
nonsteady-state concentration grating in the two-time-sc
framework. The buildup process of the concentration grat
once the pump laser is switched on, and its decay after
pump laser is switched off, can be studied with the sa
diffraction technique, but with a slower data acquisition d
vice as measurements last some seconds. The temper
grating can still be observed in the first-order diffracted
tensity curves; it is seen in Fig. 4 as a noise because
measurement is achieved by random sampling. The buil
of the concentration grating will not be studied here, and
henceforth focus on the fast steady-state measurement re
and secondarily on the decay processes. Finally, the ana
can be extended, with some care, for studying steady-s
responses to more complex time-periodic excitations t
those given by our pulsed laser@13,26,27#.

VI. EVIDENCE FOR A SORET EFFECT AND THE LACK
OF DIELECTROPHORESIS

We are now in a position to evidence or disprove, und
the experimental conditions described above, thermodi
sive or dielectrophoretic effects in magnetic colloids. Mo
precisely, in this section is described the determination ofST
and Zd from a set of experimental data, within the fram
work of the linearized two-time-scale model. Actually th
order of magnitude ofZd could be calculated from relation
~3.5!, but we prefer to leave it as an unknown parameter
be experimentally determined together withST . It will be
proved from the linear model, and confirmed experimenta
that both values do not depend on the laser peak power

According to our linearized transport model@Eq. ~4.9!#,

FIG. 4. Typical slow response of the first-order diffracted inte
sity as the pump laser is switched on and then off. Measurem
are performed in a sample of BNE-surfacted maghemite in cy
hexane~CX207BNE,F53.3%! with a cell thickness of 10mm and
a grating periodL568mm. Pump beams are switched on att50
and switched off att5t f . During the heating duration (0,t,t f)
the temperature contribution follows the pump-light periodicity~see
Fig. 2!. Due to sampling processes in the measurement, the
perature contribution is observed here as a noise, whereas the
centration contribution is continuous. Saturation is observed w
the concentration steady state is reached. When the pump beam
switched off (t.t f), the thermal modulation disappears immed
ately ~discontinuity in the diffracted intensity!. The following expo-
nential decrease of the diffracted intensity corresponds to the
ishing of the concentration grating.
8-7
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and using Eqs.~5.1!, ~5.2!, ~3.4!, and ~4.1!, the amplitude
FF1 of the concentration grating is also expressed as

FF152S ST^TF1&2gwZd^I p
0&

1

l E0

l

exp~2apz!dzD .

~6.1!

As X, the constant contribution to the measured diffrac
signal@Eq. ~5.7!#, is related toFF1 by means of Eq.~5.13!, it
can be written as the following linear combination of t
Soret coefficientST and of the dielectrophoretic factorZd :

X5NFH ST@12exp~21/Ft th!#Ft th

2Zdgw
^I p

0&

TF1
0

12exp~2 lap!

lap
J , ~6.2!

using Eqs.~5.10!, ~5.13!, ~5.14!, and~6.1!. In the above ex-
pression, the Soret term does not depend on^I p

0&. Nor does
the dielectrophoretic one as^I p

0& is proportional toTF1
0 as we

proceed to show. The energy^I p
0&dt of each pump-laser puls

warms up the colloid instantly by an amount determin
from Eqs. ~3.8! and ~4.6!. The normalized integral on th
colloid thickness of its first Fourier component along (Ox),
is expressed as follows:

TF1~ t501!2TF1~ t5dt2!5^I p
0&

gdt

lrcp
@12exp~2 lap!#.

~6.3!

In the above equation the left-hand side is the discontin
of TF1(t) at t50 @Eqs.~5.9! and ~5.1!#. The proportionality
of ^I p

0& to TF1
0 is then proved@see Eq.~5.14!#, namely,

^I p
0&

TF1
0 5

Flrcp

g

12exp~21/Ft th!

12exp~2 lap!
. ~6.4!

Equation~6.2! then simplifies to

X5F@12exp~21/Ft th!#N
F~STt th2P!, ~6.5!

where the dielectrophoretic coefficientP is defined by

P5Zdwrcp /ap . ~6.6!

In the above expression forX, the presence oft th through the
productSTt th makes a clear distinction betweenST andP. It
reminds that the Soret effect arises from the persistenc
the temperature grating, whereas dielectrophoresis is du
the instantaneous electromagnetic power input.

The next step of the reasoning is devoted to verifying,
a set of experiments made on the same sample, thatF, X, and
t th obey relation~6.5!. By ‘‘sample’’ we mean here a specifi
magnetic colloid, with a given volume fractionF, in a cell of
definite thicknessl. As previously, the study is performed o
the CX207BNE ferrofluid atF53.3% ~i.e., F00 according
to our notation!. For ease of presentation, let us introduce

X* 5X/@12exp~21/Ft th!#, ~6.7!
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instead ofX. TheFt th correction shows that the more incom
plete the thermal relaxation between two consecutive pul
the more persistent the temperature modulation, and
more contrasted the concentration grating. In our modelX*
is expressed as

X* 5FNF~STt th2P!. ~6.8!

The factorX* is easily connected to an experimental inte
sity ratio R through

X6* 5
61

R71

17R exp~21/Ft th!

12exp~21/Ft th!
, ~6.9!

whereR is defined by

R5AI d
k51~ t501!

I d
k51~ t502!

. ~6.10!

In Eq. ~6.9! the upper sign stands for the case of aI d(t)
curve without any zero~X,21 or 0,X!, whereas the lower
sign stands for the case of aI d(t) curve with one zero
(21,X,0) @see Eq.~5.7!#. Using Eq.~6.8!, the determina-
tion of ST andP can be achieved by studying separately t
dependence ofX* on the heat diffusion timet th ~keepingF
constant! and the dependence ofX* on the heat input rateF
~keepingt th constant!.

In Fig. 5,X* is plotted as a function of the productFt th ,
wheret th is varied by changing the interference angleu @Eqs.
~4.3! and~5.8!#, whereasF is fixed at a high value~1 kHz! so
as to get the most contrasted signal. Results are obta
with a 20 mm thick, F53.3% CX207BNE sample. All the
experimental points fall, to a good approximation, along
straight line whose equation is identified with Eq.~6.8!, and
the productNFST is determined by the slope value. The ide
tification gives a second important information: within th
experimental uncertainty range,P50, and the same zero
value is found forP in all the CX207BNB-type samples.

FIG. 5. Proportionality of the normalized concentration mod
lation X* to the relaxation timet th . Measurements are performed
a fixed pump-pulse-repetition rateF51 kHz in a sample of BNE-
surfacted maghemite in cyclohexane~CX207BNE,F53.3%! with
a cell thickness of 20mm. X* is plotted as a function of the produc
Ft th . The best-fit line crosses the origin, which evidences the l
of dielectrophoresis; its slope, 10.3 K21, is equal to the product
NFST .
8-8
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Fixing now the temperature decay timet th , F is varied
from 1 Hz to 1 kHz the corresponding plots ofX* as a
function of the productFt th are shown in Fig. 6 with the
sameF53.3%, 20-mm-thick CX207BNE sample as above
The points fall along a straight line that passes through
origin in accordance with Eq.~6.8!. As P has been shown
above to be zero, both plots obtained by varying eithert th or
F, are equivalent, and the same value is found for the prod
NFST ~9.7 K21!. For a better proof, the plot given in Fig. 5

FIG. 6. Proportionality of the normalized concentration mod
lation X* to the repetition rateF. Measurements are performed b
varying the pulse-repetition rateF from 1 Hz to 1 kHz at a fixed
interfringe of 45mm ~fixed thermal relaxation time,t th50.29 ms!
in a sample of BNE-surfacted maghemite in cyclohexa
~CX207BNE, F53.3%! with a cell thickness 20mm ~d!. X* is
plotted as a function of the productFt th . The point near the origin
is experimental. Points obtained by varyingt th at fixed F, and al-
ready given in Fig. 5, are also shown in Fig. 6~s!, which proves
the consistency of both plots (NFST59.7 K21).
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given again in Fig. 6. The two-time-scale model provides
reliable value forNFST , which does not depend on the wa
t th is related to experimental parameters. The highest pr
sion in the determination ofNFST is obtained when terms o
both origins have similar orders of magnitude. It is the re
son why surfacted maghemite in cyclohexane~CX207BNE
sample! was chosen to test this method of determination oP
and ST ; cyclohexane, as a solvent, yields a value
]n8F /]T which is about four times larger than that in wate
which makes the two contributions very easily distinguis
able from each other in the diffracted signal. A second rea
for choosing this material lies in the low absorption coef
cient of maghemite, compared to that of cobalt ferrite, at
probe He-Ne laser wavelength.

The dielectrophoretic effect is overwhelmed by the o
served large thermodiffusive one, although, for a long tim
the former was thought to be the main mechanism in
buildup process of concentration gratings in magnetic c
loids @5,8#. In fact, the only effect giving rise to concentra
tion gratings is the temperature modulation. The lack of
electrophoresis is theoretically not very surprising becaus
P is determined from expressions~6.6!, ~3.5!, and~3.11!, P
50.307310212 s K21 is found for the CX207BNE colloid
at room temperature~with np

n52.61, np
s51.4266, np

51.462, andap55.7753104 m21 and data from Sec. VI,
Table I, and Ref.@24#!. As NF is 1929 K ~Table II!, and the
thermal response timet th about 1024 s, the dielectrophoresis
coefficientP is negligible compared to the Soret termSTt th
('1026 s K21) in the evaluation ofX* through Eq.~6.8!.

Although our method for determiningST is independent
of the pump intensity, the input level has to be low enough
ensure linearity. The Soret data obtained can be validate
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TABLE II. Calibration factor and reduced Soret parameters in the magnetic colloids under study
calibration factorNF is the opposite of the ratio of the two partial derivatives]nF /]T and]nF8 /]F of the
refractive indexnF8 of the ferrofluid. They are determined from measurements made with a total-refra
refractometer~no uncertainty range is given here!. Reduced Soret parameters, i.e., Soret data that are i
pendent of the dilution rate. The reduced concentration contributionXT* , defined in Eq.~7.4!, is the first
reduced Soret parameter to be determined. Many consistent experiments have been performed in CX
and V207NO3 samples. Less experimental results have been collected in the other four samples, le
an uncertainty range much larger than in the first two. The reduced Soret coefficientST* is found fromXT* and
NF through Eq.~7.5!. It characterizes, when multiplied byT, the Soret-force response to a temperatu
gradient. The Soret mobilitymS is found through Eq.~7.7! from ST* and Dm . It characterizes the Soret
velocity response to a temperature gradient. Symbol' before a number indicates a value estimated fr
nearby data.

Sample
name

104
]nF8

]T
~K21!

]nF8

]F
NF

~K! XT*
103ST*
~K21!

1012Dm

~m2 s21!
1029mS

~kg21 s!

Surfacted
CX207BNE 25.6 1.08 1929 320660 166631 30.665 3686129
Tol207BNE 25.6 1.08 1929 280680 145641 '51 5366237
CX207OA 25.6 1.08 1929 56.569 2965 '30.6 '64

Ionic
V207NO3 21.22 1.32 10 820 28206150 276614 3665 2198664
V207Cit 21.22 1.32 10 820 2200061000 2185692 2166 22826150
S184 '10 820 2500062000 '2462 '17.3 '2579
8-9
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considering the maximum of the temperature increase in
sample with respect to the room temperature. This quanti
determined at the center of the interference-pattern imm
ately after each pump pulse (t501) and is approximated a
the sum of two contributions. The first one is the amplitu
TF1

0 , of the space modulation~neglecting here thez variation
in thin samples! of the temperature increase due to the int
ference of the two pump beams@Eq. ~5.9!#. TF1

0 is estimated
from Eq. ~6.4!, and not from Eq.~5.12! as G is not deter-
mined here. The second contribution, without any sp
modulation, is the temperature increase that the two pu
beams would yield in the absence of interference. A prec
thermal model is beyond the aim of this paper, but it is e
mated as the value att501 of a periodical (dt) temperature
increase that decays with a exponential decay timet0 @Eq.
~5.8! with an infinite grating stepL# and that has a disconti
nuity of ^I p

0&dt@12exp(2lap)#/lrcp at t50 similar to that
seen in Eq.~6.3!. Upper limits for both terms are found wit
g51, F51 kHz, ^I p

0&515 mW, andl 520mm. For a 3.3%
CX207BNE surfacted sample (t050.455 ms) and with an
experiment leading tot th50.29 ms, we find 2.74 and
2.98 °C for the upper limits to the first and second contrib
tions, respectively. Asrcp is about three times larger in wa
ter than in cyclohexane, both temperature increases are a
three times less with ionic samples than with surfacted on
Overheating is, therefore, shown to be low enough so
linearity holds good; it is even more credible if the seco
one is just considered as a sample-temperature shift. S
larly Eqs.~6.1! and~5.10! give FF1,4.231023 keeping the
model linearity.

VII. PARTICLE ORIGIN OF THE SORET EFFECT AND
ALGEBRAIC SORET PARAMETERS

All the experimental results presented up to now co
from the same CX207BNE surfacted magnetic colloid b
cause this material gives the best measurements for app
our analysis. Now we are in a position to focus on gene
properties of the Soret effect in ferrofluids. For this purpo
samples of six different natures, three surfacted and th
ionic, will be studied. As a preliminary remark, let us no
thatST can now be determined by a shorter method than
given in Sec. VI. In fact, the expressions used to determinP
have a dielectric origin and are based on properties of
nanoparticle core, not on those of the stabilization coat
As the dielectric characteristics of nanoparticle cores can
vary by orders of magnitude from one type to another@Eq.
~3.5!#, it is reasonable to extend the characteristics see
the CX207BNE sample and setP to zero in all magnetic
colloids. The Soret coefficient can then be determined fr
the following expression@see Eq.~6.8!#:

ST5X* /~Ft thN
F!. ~7.1!

In Fig. 7, X* is plotted as a function ofFt th from FRS
experiments on six ferrofluids~t th kept constant for each
one!. We have chosen to show on the same figure two w
of determining the thermodiffusive properties of a sam
using Eq.~7.1!: ~i! a complete one where many values ofX*
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and Ft th are measured, which provides a reliable best
value for the productNFST , and ~ii ! a less accurate way
where only one value ofX* and Ft th is measured, which
gives only an estimated value of the productNFST . In Fig. 7
are given a complete data set and two reduced data set
each type of ferrofluid, surfacted and ionic. AsNF is known
to be positive in all magnetic colloids, the most striking i
formation conveyed by Fig. 7 is:~i! ST is positive in all the
surfacted ferrofluids we studied, so that nanoparticles m
from warmer regions toward colder ones, and~ii ! opposite
results are observed in all the aqueous ionic ferrofluids
studied, which means that their Soret coefficientST is nega-
tive, and that nanoparticles move from colder regions
warmer ones. In other words, in surfacted ferrofluids,
diffracted field exhibits two contributions of the same si
~X.0, as seen in Fig. 2!, temperature and concentratio
modulations have opposite phases@Eq. ~5.4! with r 50#, and
ST is positive. On the contrary, in ionic colloids the tw
contributions to the diffracted field have opposite signsX
,0), both modulations then have the same phases, andST is
negative. These sign differences are particularly obser
with samples that share the same maghemite core but d
in the stabilization~Table II!. As a conclusion, the sign of th
Soret coefficient depends only on the nature of the coll
stabilization of the ferrofluid, not on the core nature.

To finish with the complete determination ofST according
to Eq. ~7.1!, the calibration factorNF needs to be known by
evaluating the two partial derivatives]n8F /]F and]n8F /]T
@Eq. ~5.6!#. For this purpose we have measured, at the pr
wavelength, the real part of the refraction indexn8F of many

FIG. 7. Normalized concentration modulationX* as a function
of Ft th in different samples. Normalized concentration modulati
X* is plotted as a function ofFt th with a varied pulse-repetition
rate F and a fixed relaxation timet th for various samples:~L!
BNE-surfacted maghemite in cyclohexane~CX207BNE,
F53.3%!, ~m! BNE-surfacted maghemite in toluene~Tol207BNE,
F53.3%!, ~s! oleic-acid-surfacted maghemite in cyclohexa
~CX207OA, F53.3%!, ~j! ionic noncitrated maghemite
~V207NO3

2 , F53.3%!, ~n! ionic citrated maghemite~V207Cit,
F53.3%!, ~d! citrated cobalt ferrite~S184,F56%!. The product
NFST is given by the slope of the best fit straight line crossing
origin @Eq. ~7.1!#. The origin is an experimental point as no diffra
tion is observed atF50 ~no pumping and no permanent grating!.
The ionic or surfacted nature of the colloid is reflected in the sign
NFST .
8-10
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magnetic fluids, at various volume fractions and differe
temperatures, by means of a total-reflection refractome
The measuredn8F values are assumed to obey the followi
linear approximation:

nF8 ~F,T!5nS~T00!1aF1b~T2T00!, ~7.2!

wherenS is the refraction index of the solvent; the best-
values found fora andb are then identified to]n8F /]F and
]n8F /]T, respectively. Values forNF are given in Table II;
some of them are measured with a high precision, others
only estimated.

By studying samples at different dilution rates~F,8%
since at highF the Soret effect is meaningless in a ferroflu
as remarked in Sec. III!, a second important property ofST is
noticed: ST is experimentally proved to be proportional
~Fig. 8!. This is observed at lowF and for a given type of
colloid, i.e., at fixed nanoparticle size and given particle s
rounding, but at differentF. Therefore the quantityST* de-
fined by

ST* 5ST~F!/F, ~7.3!

called here ‘‘reduced Soret coefficient,’’ depends only on
type of the colloid. It is a more relevant parameter thanST
for characterizing the Soret effect in a ferrofluid regardless
its dilution rate. In passing, we note that some authors@27–
30# call Soret coefficient what is denotedST* in this work. It
reflects their expecting thatST* could be independent ofF.
The dimensionless quantityXT* defined by

XT* 5X* /~Ft thF!, ~7.4!

and called here ‘‘reduced concentration contribution,’’
worth considering because~i! it is directly determined from
the experimental dataX* , and~ii ! it does not depend onF as
it obeys the following relation@see Eqs.~7.1! and ~7.3!#:

XT* 5NFST* , ~7.5!

which is used hereafter to determineST* from XT* .

FIG. 8. Proportionality of the Soret coefficientST to the volume
fraction F. Measurements are performed at a fixed pump pu
repetition rate of 1 kHz in a sample of BNE-surfacted maghemite
cyclohexane~CX207BNE, F53.3%! with a cell thickness of 20
mm and a grating period of 42mm.
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A Soret velocityvS can be defined by equating the Sor
volume-fraction flowJm

S @second term of the right-hand sid
of Eq. ~3.1!# to FvS . Similarly, an algebraic~equivalent!
‘‘Soret mobility’’ mS can be defined by

vS52mS“~kBT!, ~7.6!

in analogy to the other linear transport phenomena. In
above definition, the Boltzmann constantkB is used to keep
to mS the usual mobility unit. The Soret mobility is related
ST* through

mS5DmST* /kB . ~7.7!

As ST* and thereforemS , do not depend onF, i.e., on the
concentration of particles, the Soret effect is proved here
to be a collective phenomenon, but a particle one. As a c
sequence, the thermodiffusive mechanism has to do with
interaction of each individual particle with its solvent su
rounding.

Since in Eq.~3.1! the actual coefficient relatingJm
S to “T

is the productDmST , mS is the parameter that characteriz
the velocity response to a temperature gradient in the S
effect. No direct determination ofmS is given here, but an
indirect one consists in determiningDm separately fromST*
according to the method described earlier†@5,8,13#, see also
Eq. ~4.13!‡. The evaluation of the forceFS causing the Sore
effect on a nanoparticle offers another way for studying
Soret effect. According to the Stokes-Einstein relation,FS is
related tovS by

FS5~kBT/Dm!vS . ~7.8!

Using Eqs.~7.6! and ~7.7!, this relation reduces to

FS52TST*“~kBT!. ~7.9!

The dimensionless ratioFS /“(kBT)52TST* is a relevant
parameter for characterizing the response of a nanopartic
a gradient of temperature in term of a force. To sum up, t
complementary descriptions, in velocity and force, of t
nanoparticle response, lead to two complementary par
eters,mS andTST* , for characterizing the Soret effect.

VIII. PARTICLE SURROUNDING „COATING AND
SOLVENT …

In order to determine systematically the thermodiffusi
properties of different ferrofluids, we have evaluatedX, t th ,
X* , XT* , ST* , andmS , successively. The first three quantitie
are found from experiments on samples at different dilut
rates and under different experimental conditions, wher
XT* is a best fit or an average value;ST* and mS are then
determined from Eqs.~7.5! and ~7.7!.

Table I gives the structures of the six ferrofluids we ha
studied, as well as the nanoparticle core radiusRRX and the
hydrodynamic oneRH . RH is found to be larger thanRRX ,
which is expected because of the thickness of the nano
ticle coating. Table II gives~i! elements for evaluating the
calibration factorNF, and ~ii ! thermodiffusive parameter
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that do not depend on the dilution rate:XT* , ST* , and mS .
Table II calls for the following comments~some of them
have been already presented above!:

The calibration factorNF is about five times larger in
ionic ferrofluids than in surfacted ones because]n8F /]T is
much weaker in water than in organic solvents.

A first comparison between magnetic colloids shows t
~i! as previously observed,ST* is positive in surfacted
samples and negative in ionic ones,~ii ! uST* u varies by more
than a factor of 15, but there seems to be no strong differe
in uST* u between ionic ferrofluids and surfacted ones~the sta-
tistics from six samples is poor, however!, and ~iii ! as the
experimental volume-fraction contributionX in Eq. ~5.13! is
more unstable in ionic ferrofluids than in surfacted on
Soret parameters are less accurately determined in ionic
rofluids than in surfacted ones.

Among the three studied surfacted colloids, the t
samples sharing the same surfactant~BNE!, but dispersed in
different solvents, give almost the same value forST* .

We have shown above that the thermodiffusive mec
nism is located in each particle and its solvent surround
AnalyzingST* andmS data in Table II provides more precis
hints to the origin of the force driving the particles of
magnetic colloid under a temperature gradient: the value
ST* , and even its sign, can change from a ferrofluid to
other while keeping the same core, which proves that
Soret properties depend little on the particle-core nature
very much on the particle surrounding~coating and nearby
solvent!. The thermodiffusion mechanism has to be searc
in the particle-surrounding region, and this is contempla
for future work. Therefore, thermodiffusive properties of fe
rofluids seem not to be directly connected to the magn
ones whose origin is localized in the nanoparticle cores.

IX. CONCLUSION

In our previous FRS works on magnetic colloids, it w
mentioned that dielectrophoresis might not be the only ori
of the nanoparticle drift in a pump-laser-beam interferen
pattern, and that a thermodiffusive effect could also be
forward. While dielectrophoresis is directly due to the spa
modulation of the incident electromagnetic field, the seco
effect is more complex: the light-intensity modulation gen
ates, by absorption, a temperature modulation, which
turn, induces a particle flow and therefore a partic
concentration modulation. These two modulations prov
additional contributions to the diffracted electromagne
field. This paper has shown how to distinguish them. Th
follow different time evolutions and, as temperature is
faster variable than concentration, the time characteristic
the incident pumping light is chosen so that the concentra
contribution to the diffracted field should be observed a
constant background, whereas the temperature modula
would provide a time-periodic contribution whose amplitu
could be easily measured. In this method, the tempera
modulation serves the dual purpose of generating the c
centration modulation and calibrating it in order to even
ally determine the value of the Soret coefficient. In oth
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words, a relative photometry technique is proposed wh
results are independent of the large uncertainties that b
absolute photometry measurements. For a precise cal
tion, a model in which the sample temperature and part
concentration are determined simultaneously, has been
forth taking into account thermodiffusion and dielectropho
sis effects. A two-time-scale analysis has been developed
takes advantage of the difference of magnitude in respo
times of temperature and of particle concentration. A spec
solution has been obtained in a two-dimensional approxim
tion when optical pumping is time periodic, giving a powe
ful method for determining the dielectrophoretic effect a
the algebraic value of the Soret coefficient@24,31#.

With this tool, many new and sometimes unexpec
physical results have been obtained about magnetic coll
@24,31#. First, dielectrophoresis has been shown to be ne
gible compared to the thermodiffusive effect. Second,
Soret coefficient has been found to be proportional to
particle volume fraction, so that the particle drift velocity
independent of the concentration of nanoparticles. As a c
sequence, the microscopic origin of the thermodiffusive
fect lies in the interplay of the particle and its surroundin
this is embodied in the notion of a one-particle thermodif
sive mobility defined as the ratio of the drift velocity to th
gradient ofkBT, or in the ratio of the Soret force to th
gradient ofkBT. Third, the thermodiffusive mobility is found
to be positive in all ionic ferrofluids, in contrast to that me
sured in surfacted ones. An investigation of the thermodif
sive mechanism is planned for future work.
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APPENDIX: DIFFRACTION BY A MIXED TEMPERATURE
AND CONCENTRATION GRATING

In this section, for the sake of simplicity, the formulas w
exhibit no explicit time dependence, as they should do. T
space-periodic modulations of the particle volume fract
and of the temperature generate absorption and index g
ings in the sample. They are studied by measuring the
fracted intensityI d of a probe laser beam. Under norm
incidence, the electric field diffracted in thec direction has
the following dependence:

Ed~c!}E
2x0

x0
expF2p i

l t
S n0x sinc1E

2e

l 1e

ñ~x,z!dzD Gdx ,

~A1!
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in which l t , x0 , andn0 are the probe wavelength, the bea
half-width, and the index of refraction atl t outside the
sample, respectively. The sample being made up of two g
plates surrounding a magnetic colloid layer,ñ(x,z) stands
for both materials atl t in Eq. ~A1!. For 0,z, l , ñ is the
complex refraction indexñF of the magnetic colloid,
whereas for2e,z,0 andl ,z, l 1e, ñ is the real refrac-
tion indexnG of the glass. Actuallyñ is a function ofT and,
in the colloid layer, ofF; they are themselves functions ofx,
z, andt. In a linear approximation and without any vibratio
or convection effect, the complex refraction index in the c
loid can be expanded as@see Eqs.~4.4! and ~4.5!#

ñF5ñF~T00,F00!1
]ñF

]T
@T0~z!2T00#1

]ñF

]F
@F0~z!2F00#

1F]ñF

]T
T1~z!1

]ñF

]F
F1~z!Gcosqx, ~A2!

whereT00 is a mean temperature whose precise definition
immaterial in a linear formulation. A similar expression c
be given fornG that is a real function ofT alone. Upon
expanding the exponential function in Eq.~A1! in Bessel
functionsJk , and using relation~A2!, the intensityI d

k dif-
fracted at orderk obeys the following proportionality rela
tion:

I d
k}uJk„~ L̃F11LG1!2p/l t…u2, ~A3!

where the proportionality coefficient does not depend onk,
and L̃F1 and LG1 are, respectively, the first-order Fouri
components of the optical paths in the colloid and in
glass plate with respect tox. The first one is expressed a
@see Eqs.~A2!, ~5.1!, and~5.2!#

L̃F15 l S ]ñF

]T
TF11

]ñF

]F
FF1D . ~A4!

Similarly, the optical path in the glass plate can be expres
as @see Eq.~5.3!#
e

e
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LG15 l
]nG

]T
TG1 . ~A5!

In Eq. ~A3!, the complex argument (L̃F11LG1)2p/l t of
the functionJk is assumed to have a modulus much low
than unity; this isa posteriori justified by the numerical val-
ues found in Sec. VIII. The following approximate formu
gives then the ratio of the first-order-diffracted intensity
the transmitted one:

I d
k51/I d

k505~2p/l t!
2uL̃F11LG1u2. ~A6!

Absorption effects have no action on this ratio, as they
duce both intensities by the same factor. The ratio is rela
to the modulations ofF andT in both media by the follow-
ing expansion:

I d
k51/I d

k505~2p l /l t!
23~AFTF1

2 1BFFF1
2 1CFTF1FF1

1AGTG1
2 1CFGTG1FF11DFGTF1TG1!,

~A7!

where the parametersAF , BF , CF , AG , CFG , andDFG are
defined by:

AF5S ]nF8

]T D 2

1S ]nF9

]T D 2

, BF5S ]nF8

]F D 2

1S ]nF9

]F D 2

,

CF52S ]nF8

]T

]nF8

]F
1

]nF9

]T

]nF9

]F D ,

AG5S ]nG

]T D 2

, CFG52
]nF8

]F

]nG

]T
, DFG52

]nF8

]T

]nG

]T
,

~A8!

andnF8 andnF9 are the real and imaginary parts of the com
plex refraction index of the colloid. In Eqs.~A6! and~A7! it
is assumed thatI d

k50 is independent of the modulations ofT
andF.
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